Applying the Body and Blood of Jesus to the Renewal of the Mind
I eat your flesh and drink your blood so that I will have the Mind of Christ.
I engage in the body and blood of Jesus and I embrace the transforming power of the
Mind of Christ contained within it.
I engage the record containing the light, sound and frequency of God’s consciousness for
the renewal of my mind, back to its eternal condition.
I embrace the record of the dimensions of the kingdom released in my mind by the
thoughts of God to renew, rewire and restore my brain and thinking.
I engage God's thoughts and apply them to my mind for health and wholeness, to break
and remove all negative neural pathways linked to my conscience.
I speak to my marrow and command it to be a new source of blood that will renew and
rewire the cells of my brain so that I can think like a son of God.
I apply the frequency of God’s thoughts resonating with truth to transform my mind into
the Mind of Christ by removing all lies and breaking all strongholds.
I command every neural pathway attached to negative memories and ungodly
behaviours to be broken and new neural pathways aligned to truth to be formed.
I apply the blood of Jesus to all negative and impure memories and break all connections
to sin and trauma – Mind and thinking, be renewed!
I apply the blood of Jesus to all negative images within my imagination and all negative
belief systems within my reason centre – Mind, be cleansed!
I call my mind to resonate with the thoughts of God contained within the Mind of Christ
and come into alignment and agreement with an eternal perspective.
I choose that my brain and mind be conformed to the likeness of my Father and Brother
in heaven to release the creative capacity of sonship
Let the word of God be breathed into my mind, unlocking its true capacity and releasing
the supernatural abilities of God.
I trigger the ability for telepathic communication, telekinetic power and transmutation
abilities.
I trigger the ability of creative thought, translation, bilocation, pre- and post-cognition
and time travel.
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